
1 Discuss the elements of a feature article, eg headline, lead, subheadings,
sidebars, pull quotes, captions. Invent your own versions for an article in
one of the magazines.

2 Predict what the article might be about based on the heading, lead,
subheadings and captions. Read article and discuss how accurate
predictions were.

3 Write your own sidebar of additional information for an article.
4 Imagine you are interviewing one of the people featured in the article. Write

ten questions you would ask them. Swap your questions with a partner and
each of you answers your partner’s questions in role.

5 Conduct a class interview of one person acting in role as an interviewee
from the article.

6 Retell the story or article to a partner or the class.
7 Paraphrase the story/article in one sentence.
8 Summarise the story/article in a paragraph.
9 Perform a class choral reading of a poem/rhyme/chant from the magazines.

10 Categorise points from an article as fact and opinion.
11 Change reported speech in an article into direct speech.
12 Describe someone you know of who had a similar experience/situation.
13 Compare and contrast yourself or someone you know with a person in the

story/article.
14 Describe to a partner an illustration/photograph from the article and have

them draw it as you describe.
15 Design a trivia quiz for your friends based on information found in the

magazines.
16 Design a brochure explaining or advertising the topic featured in the article.
17 Make a diorama based on the theme of the article.
18 Interview someone you know who has been in a similar situation or knows

something about the topic of the article.
19 Design a flowchart to illustrate the information in the article.
20 Draw a concept or mind map of the information in the article.

21 Make a model of the item described in the article.
22 List arguments for and against a question arising from the article. Evaluate

those arguments.
23 Conduct a survey of other students/parents to discover their opinions on 

the theme of the article. Analyse and graph the responses.
24 Cut out pictures from other magazines about the theme of the issue.
25 Make a class display of pictures about the themes of the magazines.
26 Make a class collection of poems/songs/stories related to the theme of the

issue.
27 List all the facts you already know about the topic before reading the article.
28 Discuss class opinions of the topic before reading the article. Revisit those

opinions after reading.
29 Categorise the various articles/stories in the magazines into genres.
30 Make a picture story book based on a story or poem from the magazines.
31 Photocopy an article, cut up paragraphs and ask students to put them into 

a sensible order.
32 Debate an issue raised in the magazines.
33 Write your own ‘Top Ten Tips’ for an article in the magazines.
34 Write your own ‘Your Say’ in response to an article in the magazine. 
35 Form a panel of advisors to answer problem letters to Challenge’s Freddy and

Fifi.
36 Write a letter in response to one of the letters in the magazines.
37 Write your own letters to the magazines and send them.
38 Draw a picture about one of the stories/articles in the magazines and send 

to Comet, Explore or Challenge letters pages. 
39 Design a poster encouraging people to read Comet, Explore and Challenge.
40 Read a story aloud onto tape for later listening or broadcasting.
41 Hold a class reading of a play from the magazines.
42 Perform a play from the magazines as a radio play.
43 Use a poem from the magazines as a model for your own poem.
44 Create a bird’s eye view drawing of a scene/event from a story/article.
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45 Create a soundscape or soundstory of a story/poem from the magazines.
46 Read the book reviews and rate the order in which you would like to read 

the books.
47 Read one of the books reviewed and write your own book review.
48 Write and draw your own instalment of the back page cartoon.
49 Answer the question, ‘What would it be like to be . . . ?’ a person from 

the article.
50 Make up a series of ‘what if’ questions based on an article from the

magazines.
51 Design a quiz based on an article in the magazine and other information

related to the topic. Award points.
52 List the similarities and differences between two concepts discussed in an

article and present as a Venn diagram.
53 List movie/television titles related to this theme.
54 Collect other newspaper articles related to this theme.
55 Research and give a two-minute talk about the topic of the article.
56 Write your own captions to photographs in an article.
57 Read the beginning of a (fiction) story and predict how it might end.
58 Play a memory game. First player says ‘I read about (topic 1).’ The next

player says ‘I read (topic 1 the first player said) and (topic 2)’ and so on,
with more players.

59 Draw a map of a place mentioned in an article and indicate features 
of interest.

60 Design a board game based on the article.
61 Discuss other situations which might be related to the article.
62 Role-play other situations which might be related to the article.
63 Transform the information in a feature article into another form, eg diary,

letter, short story, poem, instructions etc.
64 Circle the transitional words/phrases used to link one paragraph to another.
65 Write your own news article about a topic in the magazines. Remember to

answer Who, What, When and possibly How and Why. Include quotes from
imaginary or real people interviewed.

66 Underline the topic sentences in each paragraph of an article.
67 Describe an imaginary conversation between a person in the story/article

and someone else.
68 Invent a new version of an item described in the magazines.
69 Draw a picture to illustrate the story/article.
70 Have the class write stories, poems, plays etc and enter them in the Young

Aussie Writers’ Awards.
71 Follow the instructions in a ‘Make and Do’ article.
72 Write your own ‘Make and Do’ article.

73 Imagine you are writing about the same topic as the article but in another
time or place.

74 Write comments and questions on the article you are reading for later
discussion.

75 Design indexes for the magazines.
76 List class suggestions of what they would do in a similar situation.
77 Invent appropriate actions to go with a poem/chant or rhyme.
78 Use the puzzles as a model for making up similar puzzles.
79 Plan a hunt/journey to find items or specimens of something discussed 

in an article.
80 Discuss unfamiliar vocabulary in an article.
81 Talk about the pictures. Relate elements of the picture to the text.
82 Draw things described in the article.
83 Use an atlas or map to find places discussed in an article.
84 Design and write a postcard from a place mentioned in the article.
85 Compare your situation with the situation of the children in the

story/article.
86 List the materials/items which would be needed to make something

mentioned in the article.
87 Write your own instructions for making something connected with the topic.
88 Invent a television show format to dramatise a topic from the magazines.
89 Paste a picture from the magazines onto cardboard and make it into a

jigsaw puzzle.
90 Find the meaning of a word used in the article.
91 Draw a comic strip based on the story.
92 Describe what happened when a certain incident occurred in the

story/article.
93 Draw a timeline of events in the story/article.
94 Change a series of written instructions into diagrammatic form.
95 Change a diagram into written instructions.
96 Draw an imaginary or humorous cross section illustration of something

described in the article. 
97 Conduct an experiment suggested by an idea in the article.
98 Look up new words in a dictionary, then see how may word can be made

using the same letters.
99 Put a character from a story on trial.

100 Draw a cartoon to accompany an article in the magazines.
101 Record observations made over a period of time on 

a question raised in an article.
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